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Nureva™ Span™ software

Span software draws upon the familiar tools teams already use to kick off their innovation process.
Create notes, images and other content on your personal devices and contribute to the team canvas in
the cloud.

Canvas

Digital artifacts

Capture, organize and refine ideas in this
expansive team workspace just as you would
work with sticky notes, flip charts and images on
a wall. Teams can work in a 10' or 20' (3.1 or 6.1
m) wide digital space and pan horizontally over a
total of 40' (12.2 m). A subtle background helps
contributors stay oriented within the digital
space as they add and organize their digital
artifacts.

Express ideas as different types of digital content,
each with specific functionality. Notes mimic
paper sticky notes for rapid-fire ideation.
Sketches are ideal for drawing and wire-framing.
Flip charts make it easy to park ideas or capture
action items. Images provide visual inspiration.
All can be moved, edited, duplicated and grouped
as needed.

Personal apps
Access a canvas through Chrome and Safari
browsers or via apps on iOS and Android tablets.
Create a collection of digital artifacts and store
them in your tray while editing. Drag them onto
the canvas when ready to share. Synchronous
and asynchronous inputs are possible from all
team members, whether colocated or working at
a distance.

Cloud software
Contribute to a canvas anytime, anywhere, as
often as needed. Everyone contributes in real
time so the canvas is up-to-date. And because
you have a subscription, your software always
has the latest features. Creativity and
collaboration can be planned or ad hoc. Work is
never lost.
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Key features
Note
Sketch
Image
Flip chart
Group
Export

Enter text into a digital note that resembles a standard sticky note. Duplicate,
delete and change color, or convert into a heading for a group.
Create a virtual blank page for quick inking. Move, duplicate, delete, sketch in
three colors and erase.
Import images in any standard format at any resolution. Move and resize directly
on the canvas.
Insert a digital flip chart. Add multiple pages, write in three colors, move and
erase.
Create a group to organize content. Drag notes, sketches, images and even other
groups in and out, or resize the borders to group nearby content.
Export the canvas as a PDF or an Excel® file.

Minimum operating requirements
Room software
Device apps
Web client

Contact us

Windows® OS 8.1+
Android™ OS 4.4+, iOS 8.1+
Chrome™ browser v.44+, Safari® 9+ (running Mac OS X 10.10+)

Available from

Nureva Inc.
sales@nureva.com
Phone 403.699.9781
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